High Density LC Quad Adapters

Our LC Quad Adapters fit standard Duplex SC cutouts for patch panels, cassettes, adapter plates, and more. These adapters are the standard wherever high density is the priority, such as in 24 fiber cassettes and other rack-mounted options. The plastic body provides a lightweight yet durable solution, and the integrated mounting clip allows for easy snap-in installation. Each fiber port uses a ceramic alignment sleeve for precision mating with no excess signal loss. The color codes allow for rapid fiber mode identification, and reduces errors with connector and mode mismatch.

These adapters come with flange for added stability by screw-mounting the adapter to your adapter plate. Reduced flange models are also available. Adapters ship with standard plug-style dust caps.

Shuttered Quad LC Adapters

Our shuttered adapters come with spring-loaded shutter on the external side of the adapter. This shutter prevents eye hazards and keeps the sleeve free of dirt and debris when not in use. Standard plug-style dust caps are installed in rear-facing side.

All measurements are in mm unless otherwise noted.